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DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING WASTE CHARACTERIZATION AND COST ESTIMATES

FROM HISTORICAL RECORDS (U)
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ABSTRACT A number of methods may be used to predict future
waste generation: analysis of past waste generation,

A methodology is proposed that provides scoping estimates of future site mission impacts on particular
costs and waste generation estimates for production facilities, individual waste generator or "bottoms up"
facility deactivation and cleanup until more detailed estimates, and "top down' estimates from generic or
analyses are funded. Waste storage receipt records were offsite experience factors. All of these methods were
analyzed to characterize radioactive wastes and locate the employed in this study.
production facilities of their origin. Waste volumes
generated during significant production facility The major elements of D&D cost estimation are
modifications were identified and used to predict future waste generation, manpower, and endstate specification.
cleanup waste volumes and manpower costs. Plutonium facilities were chosen in this study because

total dismantlement will probably be required. For other
I. INTRODUCTION types of facilities such as reactors, canyons and waste

tanks, consideration of several alternative end states may
There are more than 600 facilities at the Savannah be required to evaluate costs based upon the degree of

River Site (SRS) that are contaminated with either cleanup.
radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or asbestos. The more

significant facilities can be separated into broad categories A. Waste Generation
for decontamination and decommissioning (D&D)

planning such as plutonium facilities, waste tanks, Only solid waste residues are addressed in this studychemical separations canyons, and nuclear reactors.
Uncertainties exist in the timing, extent of stabilization, because it was assumed liquid wastes would be rendered
and D&D required for these production facilities. Detailed into solid or matrix residues or be included in HLW tank
analyses of the risk, costs, and engineering feasibility are wastes. Three types of solid waste are generated in the
needed to define production facility end states to ensure D&D of plutonium facilities: TRU waste containing
expected reduction in health and environmental risk. In transuranic isotopes of greater than 20 year half-life at
the meantime, scoping projections are required to satisfy concentrations more than 100 nanocuries per gram (nCi/g)

Department of Energy (DOE) requirements for 30 year alpha, low level beta-gamma waste (LLW) containing less
plans, and to indicate where detailed analysis should be than 100 nCi/g alpha, and mixed waste that may be either
funded. TRU or LLW combined with a hazardous material. In

this analysis, offsite shipping and repository charges were
II. DISCUSSION applied only to TRU waste.

Determination of budget quality data has been The Solid Waste Disposal Facility at SRS has
hampered by inadequate funding, and little or no maintained a record of aU solid waste receipts since the
experience in the D&D of a wide variety of contaminated beginning of site operation. These records areand uncharacterized facilities. The contention of this

paper is that significant D&D information can be computerized and individual waste shipments can be
abslracted from historical facility operational records and characterized as to date of receipt, radioisotope, activity,

volume, and originating facility. Future D&D waste
personnel interviews. Although there has been no major generation for plutonium facilities was estimated using
D&D in the past, record retrieval of equipment removals computer records of stored waste receipt data to reconstruct
and facility upgrades can serve as a basis for D&D waste
generation and manpowerestimates, past facility dismantlement waste generation. Two



facilities that have been dismantled to permit facility activity level. Each group was then sorted by ascending
upgrade were analyzed; one was contaminated with Pu- activity. The isotopic gram quantities were converted to
238, and the other with Pu-239. Personnel interviews Curies of activity at the time that the waste was received,
with retired former employees were used to determine the and then decayed to the year 1994. Future decay was also
extent of the past dismantlement, manpower, and calculated 30, 100, 500 and 1000 years into the future to
duration. The plutonium-238 facility cleanup effort was follow the decay of Pu-238 waste holdings activity. The
begun in 1984 and has continued intermittently to today, current TRU waste holdings are 408,000 cubic feet with
The plutonium-239 facility cleanup took place in the an activity of 576,000 Curies.
period 1972 to 1976.

The TRU waste holdings were effectively separated
Waste volume predictions were derived using into six waste disposition categories. A nominal waste

"experience factors" obtained by dividing inferred waste density of 7 pounds per cubic foot of waste was
volumes by the estimated contaminated facility floor area assumed to convert waste volume to weight. Current
that results in 21 cubic feet of waste generated per square activity values in 1994 were used in the calculation of
foot of contaminated floor area for Pu-238 facilities, and nCi/g and Ci/ft3. for waste classification. The volume
13 cubic feet of waste per square foot for Pu-239 distribution of me projected waste was assumed to be
facilities. The high activity (>0.5 Curie per drum)TRU the same as the stored waste volume distribution
waste was 4 percent of the total D&D waste volume resulting in the distribution shown in the table below:
generated. The radioactivity of the waste volumes was
derived from the average receipt radioactive content of Projected TRU Wastes at SRS
0.84 grams per cubic foot of Pu-238 high activity TRU
waste, and 2.45 grams per cubic foot of Pu-239 high Category_ %Volume % Activity
activity TRU waste. The low activity TRU waste was
essentially 0.005 for both Pu-238 and Pu-239. The WlPPqualified 32 23
difference in the factors for Pu-238 and Pu-239 facilities is Less than 10 nCi/g 39 -4)
due to the higher specific activity of Pu-238. 10<nCi/g<100 11 4)

>WIPP Acceptance 3 49
It was assumed that deactivation and stabilization of Non -alpha waste 9 --t3

plutonium operations will begin in year 2000. The D&D Other alpha wastes 6 28
program for five different existing plutonium
contaminated facilities was assumed to utilize a single C. Determination of D&D Costs
group of work crews, and the facilities were scheduled for

D&D in succession. If funding and manpower are Manpower requirements for the past D&D efforts
available, several facilities could undergo D&D were 78 full time equivalent workers based on the
simultaneously; however, the same amount of waste is current direct manpower. The ratio of nondirect to
anticipated in either case. The total projected TRU waste direct manpower is not constant because nondirect
volume generated was 622,000 cubic feet with an activity manpower is distributed over fewer direct workers as the
of 264,000 Curies as derived from the "experience total site direct manpower decreases in the future. A
factors", basis for determining the nondirect to direct manpower

is needed to project total site manpower into the future.
B. Characterization of Retrievable TRU Waste The methodology used here was to define an algorithm

that relates direct operational manpower in Full Time
The current SRS TRU waste holdings had to be Employees (FTE)to the ratio of nondirect FTE to direct

characterized to determine the relative impact of the FTE based on the data for FY 1993 to FY 1999 from

predicted D&D wastes on future treatment, storage, and the FY 1993 Five Year Plan. The algorithm was used
disposal of these wastes. Data was available for waste to obtain the nondirect FTE from the incremental direct

receipts from all TRU generating facilities since 1964 for D&D FIE out through FY 2023.
high activity waste and since 1974 for low activity TRU

wastes. The data was analyzed on an annual basis because Another algorithm was derived to obtain the annual
the individual data involves thousands of entries. Analysis incremental cost of the D&D activities, using the total
of the data consisted of grouping by isotope, facility, and unescalated SRS annual operating cost divided by the
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annualtotal FTE based on the dam from the FT 1993
Five Year Plan. After the annual incremental cost of Historical data for these wastes provides valuable
the D&D manpoweris determined,it was then escalated insight on which to base future waste generation
at 4%. Summing the annual D&D costs results in a predictions. The relative distribution of the total 24
cost of about 280 million FY 1994 dollars or about million cubic feet of radioactive wastes in the Solid
499 milliondollarsescalatedat 4 percentperyear. This Waste Facilityis shown below:
projectcost does not include waste disposal costs which
areaddressedbelow. WasteType

LowLevel 89
To estimate the project cost sensitivity to other IntermediateLevel 9

possible concurrent D&D activities, the baseline site Transuranic 1.6
manpower was increased to determine the effect of a Mixed 0.06
large change in out year site manpower on the Hazardous 0.07
plutonium facility D&D project costs. Comparing the
change in the project cost shows a project cost The In'st three waste types may contain mixed waste if
reduction from 280 to 264 million FY 1994 dollars or a they were receivedbefore 1991.
6 percent variation for a change of an additional 3421
direct FIE employed in other D&D or site activities in Current DOE guidance was used as the basis for
the out years. This result is interpreted as being quite anticipating the effect of programmatic mission on the
satisfactory for scoping purposes, relative waste generation of the different facilities.

Mission changes will be reflected directly in the
The waste disposal cost elements for the D&D manpowerand the waste generation distribution. In the

transuranicwaste includedcontainercosts at anaverage case of LLW, the annual waste volume was found to
cost of $26 per cubic foot of waste. Onsite TRU directlycorrelate with the site populationand program
storage costs were based on 68 percent of the TRU manpower. Using projected site manpower which is
waste volume remaining stored at SRS at $59 per cubic projected to halve over the next 30 years, a doubling of
foot. Shipment charges to WIPP and WIPP charges the total waste holdings is anticipated. The expected
were based on assuming that 30 percent of the TRU waste distribution among the program facilities for the
waste volume (181,300 cubic feet) will be shipped to period 40 years before and 30 years after 1994 is shown
WIPP. Using the 307 cubic feet per shipment yields below:
590 shipments at a cost of $12,750 per shipment. The
WIPP one-time charge for this waste is currently $515 Prom'amFacilities P_r_entage
per cubic foot. All other waste costs were assumed to Pre-1994 post-1994
be covered in the nondirect overhead in the project Reactors 24 10
costs. The resulting waste disposal cost was 145 Separations 55 36
million FY 1994 dollars or 258 million dollars WasteManagement 18 51
escalated at 4 percent per year. Other 8 3

D. Application to Other Facility Waste Types Post-1994 waste generation in reactor facilities is
attributed to D&D waste generation. After 2000, all

Several alternative end states should be assumed separations waste is from stabilization and D&D.
using this methodology to evaluate costs based upon Waste Management wastes includes HLW vitrification.
different degrees of cleanup for facilities such as reactors,
canyons and waste tanks. These facilities generate CONCLUSIONS
primarily LLW and intermediate level waste (ILW) which
is defined as beta-gamma waste that radiates more than The site overall waste holdings are expected to
200mR/hr at centimeters from the waste package, double in the next 30 years. Characterization of the
Mixed waste may be either LLW or ILW combined with a projected waste holdings indicates that about 70 percent
hazardous material. LLW and ILW are not subject to off- of the volume and activity of TRU waste will remain at
site shipment, and an onsite disposal charge of $59 per SRS indefinitely. A range in the project cost is
cubic foot of waste is currently used in life cycle costs, expected from variability of concurrent D&D activities.
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